Abstract. This paper addresses the problem of intensity correction of fluorescent confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) images. CLSM images are frequently used in medical domain for obtaining 3D information about specimen structures by imaging a set of 2D cross sections and performing 3D volume reconstruction afterwards. However, the images of optical sections acquired from fluorescent CLSM demonstrate significant lateral intensity heterogeneity, which is well understood as one of the major barriers to accurate image analysis, e.g., quantitative analysis, segmentation, or visualization. The main contribution of the proposed work is in development of an intensity heterogeneity correction technique that (a) adjusts intensity heterogeneity in lateral plane of the sub-volume, (b) preserves fine structural details, and (c) enhances image contrast, by performing spatially adaptive mean-weight filtering. Furthermore, we provide data-driven parameter optimization method and evaluation metrics. The proposed filtering method is experimentally compared with several existing techniques by using four quality metrics, such as contrast, intensity heterogeneity (entropy) in low frequency domain, intensity distortion in high frequency domain, and saturation, with two realistic synthetic images and one CLSM image of a human histological section of uveal melanoma tissue.
Introduction
Visual inspection of medical specimens is one of the most common techniques in a medical domain used for diagnosis. Based on the need to investigate specimen characteristics at high spatial resolution, fluorescent Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) imaging is frequently used for obtaining images of cross sections. Unfortunately, the intensity information often is distorted due to multiple specimen preparation and image acquisition limitations. Thus, there is a need to investigate techniques for fluorescent CLSM image intensity adjustment to support visual inspection tasks. Our work is primarily intended to support visual inspection of 3D volumes in virtual reality environments [1] to be quantitatively analyzed and correlated with information from other sensors. Nevertheless, it is well recognized that spatial intensity heterogeneity is a major barrier in acquiring reliable results during the above analyses [2] , [3] .
There are several known factors that cause spatial intensity heterogeneity, such as photo-bleaching, fluorescent attenuation along confocal (depth) axis, image acquisition factors [2] , [4] , variations of illumination exposure rate, spatially uneven distribution of dye and the spatial characteristics of illumination beams [5] , and fluorochrome micro-environment, e.g., pH, temperature, embedding medium, etc [6] . However, it is infeasible to monitor all exact states of a fluorescent dye in an imaged specimen at a pixel resolution. Thus, it is very hard to develop an intensity heterogeneity correction method that would be directly linked to the sources of intensity heterogeneity coming from specimen preparation and image acquisition steps.
In past, intensity correction has been performed based on empirical correction methods for intensity loss [7] , constant thresholding [8] , iterative correction methods [9] , 2D histogram [10] , or estimations of intensity decay function [11] . However, most of these methods assume that the rate of photo-bleaching is spatially homogeneous in a lateral plane, can be characterized by an exponential function in depth [4] , and mainly contributes to intensity loss along the specimen depth axis (z-axis) [12] . Nonetheless, these assumptions do not hold in a general case.
To solve the intensity correction problem in a lateral (x-y) plane, Histogram Equalization (HE) has been used in early applications [13] , which leads to a uniform global intensity distribution in output image. However, it cannot effectively enhance local intensity variation due to its global property. To address this problem, Adaptive Histogram Equalization (AHE) has been used to adjust intensity variation locally by computing local histograms within spatially different windows [14] . A major problem of AHE is high sensitivity to noise, which results in amplification of undesired noise values. An improved approach to adjust local intensity variation is the Contrast Limiting Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) [15] . It reduces noise amplification due to AHE by setting clipping limits and so removes boundary artifacts by background subtraction. Nevertheless, the main drawbacks of CLAHE are; (1) the parameters need to be manually selected. (2) There could be loss of fine details caused by intensity saturation. Alternatively, a model based approach is proposed by applying a bias field, e.g., intensity distortion map, to a polynomial function which is defined in prior [16] . However, this method requires prior knowledge about images, e.g., the degree of a polynomial function, and the computational complexity tends to increase exponentially upon the degree of a polynomial function.
In this work, we propose an intensity correction technique with data-driven parameter selection. The technique, we call mean-weight filtering, adjusts intensity heterogeneity in x-y plane, preserves fine structural details, and enhances image contrast by performing spatially adaptive filtering, which is understood as highly salient in 3D visualization environment when examined by medical experts [1] . Although the intensity heterogeneity correction problem may be viewed as a restoration problem, we formulate the problem as an optimization problem since it is impossible to obtain the true uncorrupted intensity values for comparative purposes. Thus, we formulate the intensity heterogeneity correction problem as a search for an optimal, spatially adaptive, intensity transformation that maximizes intensity contrast with respect to background, minimizes overall spatial intensity variation for large area, e.g., low frequency domain, and minimizes distortion of intensity gradient for local features, e.g., high frequency domain, as shown in Fig. 1 . We assume that the input image contains a single band (or a grayscale image) with spatially varying intensities. 
Mean Weight Filtering
Our approach combines a kernel-based spatial filtering, and incorporates local and global image intensity analysis. The proposed intensity correction process consists of determining the background threshold intensity, optimizing the kernel size, constructing a set of 2D intensity correction maps for the volume, multiplying the intensity correction maps to the frames, and removing outlier pixels (speckle noise) from the corrected images based on statistical value ranges.
2D filter model:
An image filtering approach to the presented intensity correction problem can be described as: [ , ] [ , ]
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where G µ and [ , ] ( , )
are the global and local estimated sample means for foreground pixels only, and δ is a background threshold intensity value.
It is apparent that the weighting coefficients could be ill-defined when the local sample mean takes very small values (the spatial kernel belongs to background with some noise, [ , ] and then the values of global and local sample means are computed only over foreground pixels. In the filter design, we introduced two parameters, such as a background threshold δ and a kernel size (2 1) (2 1)
Background separation: In general, the background threshold value could be determined by purely depending on images, such as variogram [17] . However, it is preferable that the noise model of different imaging techniques should be modeled differently based on known imaging physics such as Exponential, Rayleigh, Gaussian, Gamma, Poisson, or Weibull function [18] . In our background separation, we assume an exponential noise model for the CLSM background noise since it is well known that the noise in laser imaging can be modeled by an exponential function [13] .
We derived δ by modeling a frequency function of the pixel intensities, i.e., a histogram, followed by fitting with underlying physical models of CLSM imaging. fined components are independent, assuming noise is additive, the frequency function ( ) F v of output intensity can be modeled as a sum of ( ) 
In particular, since the background pixels usually appear in low-intensity ranges and we only consider the left tail of the ( ) F v where foreground intensity starts to contributes to ( ) F v by fitting our noise model ( ) v Λ to the low intensity range of ( ) F v . To compute the background frequency function, we estimated the parameters , α β using the least-squares methods [12] as following:
where ( ) F v is the frequency (e.g., pixel count) of the intensity value v in the input image, k is the bin number (intensity value) in [1, ] n , and n is the number of bins. In order to find the threshold value which is dominantly determined by the background noise by photo-multiplier tube, we computed the sum of squared error ( ) R k (Eq. (4)) by increasing k from 3 to n in Eq. (3), where
is an exponential function fit to first k bins.
Since we approximated the foreground pixel intensity distribution for the left tail only, the sum of squared error is calculated for the pixel intensity values in 10% of low intensity value range, i.e., [1, 25] 
best fits with the background noise in the input image such as [1, ] arg min( ( ))
Kernel size optimization: In order to compute local sample means [ , ] ( , ) L a b x y µ , one has to choose the size and shape of a filtering kernel for an input image. We first constrained the kernel shape to a rectangle. Then we selected a kernel size by maximizing the global contrast while minimizing the gradient distortion, e.g., high frequency distortion. We used a global contrast metric C described in [21] which incorporates one of the requirements of the intensity heterogeneity correction problem as follows.
where ( ) f I is the histogram (estimated probability density function) of all contrast values by using Sobel edge detector in an image I , ( ) To demonstrate the high frequency image difference between the original image and the processed image, we define a metric D as follows: I are the high-pass filtered images of the original and the intensity adjusted image respectively. Finally, the filter size is selected by evaluating the maximum value of the ratio / C D denoted as a measure of image saliency.
Speckle noise removal:
One of the side products of the mean-weight filtering is an easy detection of speckle noise in the background. Speckle noise is characterized by a pixel with very few or no neighboring pixels and the mean-weight filtering generates very high intensity correction value for the speckle pixels. We have eliminated speckle noise by removing the pixels with abnormally high intensity correction values statistically, and accepted the pixels with values within the range [ 
Experimental Results
Simulation Results: Fig. 2 (left) shows a bias-free synthetic image (shown as horizontal and vertical bars with different thickness and spacing, and Fig. 2 (middle) and (right) show intensity distorted images by pre-defined intensity variations (bias fields). Background noise is simulated by adding random exponential synthetic noise with density function Fig. 7 ), (middle, right) images with intensity distortion with synthetic noise. (4)). The background thresholds are selected based on the minimum value of the curves except the low value range between 1 and 3, which were 20 for both simulation images. Next, to optimize the kernel size for each image, we calculated the image saliency ( / C D ) for kernel sizes from 3 to 51, shown in Fig.  3. (right) . Generally, it is observed that; (1) for small kernels, the contrast C is maximized but the high frequency distortion is large; (2) for large kernels, the high frequency distortion is minimized but the contrast C is compromised. Therefore, the simulation results verified that the optimal kernel size is achieved by maximizing the contrast divided by the high frequency difference ( / C D ). In our simulation experiments, we calculated / C D using kernel sizes from 3 to 51 pixels wide, and obtained (5) and Eq. (6)).
Fig. 2. (left) bias-free image (dotted line is shown to illustrate the intensity profile later in
the optimum values equal to 33 and 47 pixel widths respectively (see the peaks in Fig.3 (right) ). Given the background threshold and kernel size in Fig. 3 , we show the intensity corrected images by the mean weight filtering in Fig. 4. (left and middle) . Fig. 4 . (right) shows the intensity correction maps applied to the intensity distorted (uncorrected) images. The intensity correction maps demonstrate higher weight in dark local regions than in bright local regions. Regardless of the type of a bias field, all intensity corrected images show noticeable improvement such that the mean weight filtering corrects intensity heterogeneity over spatially large area while preserving the edge gradients (minimum high frequency distortion) over spatially small area.
For visual comparison, we show the intensity correction results for the simulation images using Histogram equalization (HE), Histogram equalization with background separation (HEB) (background threshold = 20), and CLAHE (see Fig. 5 ). One could notice that HE saturated most of pixels, amplified background noise, and removed edge gradient significantly. HEB separated out background noise, but the edge gradient is not preserved well similarly to the HE, and CLAHE relatively well preserved the edge gradient, but the spatial (x-y) intensity heterogeneity has not been corrected in comparison to the Mean weight filtering.
To demonstrate the spatial intensity correction result, Fig. 6 . shows the intensity profiles (along the dotted line Fig. 2. (left) for the simulation 2 (see Fig. 2 (right) ) of the uncorrected, HE, HEB, CLAHE, and the mean weight filtering. The intensity profile clearly demonstrates that the intensity along x-y plane is best corrected by the mean weight filtering while preserving local intensity gradients, i.e., the peaks of intensity value remains between 190 and 200. 
Comparative Results for CLSM Images:
We applied the mean weight filtering method to a real CLSM image. The image was acquired with a Leica SP2 laser scanning confocal microscope (Leica, Heidelberg, Germany) using the 40X objective with 605~ 700 nm excitation wavelength range for the test specimens. The image was stored in tagged information file format (TIFF) with 512 by 512 pixel resolution. First, we decided the background threshold and the kernel size by the proposed method in the Section 2, which correspond to 26 δ = and 15 a b = = (see Fig. 7 .) In order to quantitatively asses the quality of multiple filtering techniques for real CLSM images, multiple intensity correction results are compared by image contrast C (Eq. (5)), high frequency distortion D (Eq. (6)), the low frequency intensity heterogeneity S (evaluated by the image entropy in low frequency domain [20] ), and the number of saturated pixels N as defined in Eq. (7). are the original and intensity adjusted images, and l is the maximum intensity value of the original image, e.g. 255 in a byte image. For the best image quality, it is desirable to achieve large C and small S , D , and N . Fig. 8 . shows the input CLSM image with the processed results by existing and the mean-weight filtering method. One could visually notice that the histogram equalization method removes best intensity heterogeneity in large spatial regions but maintains low visual saliency and, most importantly, removes edge details (high frequency distortion) (see the second image in Fig. 9.) . The histogram equalization with background threshold ( 26 δ = ) and Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization demonstrate similar removal of edge gradient and edge details. To demonstrate the effect of edge gradient, we show a sub-region of the intensity corrected images in Fig.  9 . They show that most of pixels around the edge were saturated using HE, HEB, or CLAHE while the mean weight filtering well preserves edge gradient. In addition to visual assessments, we show the quantitative evaluation of the compared techniques with four quality metrics in Table 1 . In general, an optimal intensity correction technique has to meet multiple optimization criteria, for example, minimize S , D and N , and maximize C . For both measured test images, Table 1 shows that the mean-weight filtering achieves a normalized metric that is about 1.5 to 1.7 times larger than the second best performing technique. 
Conclusion and Discussion
We introduced an intensity heterogeneity correction technique that adjusts intensity heterogeneity of 2D images, preserves fine structural details, and enhances the image contrast by performing spatially adaptive mean-weight filtering. The proposed technique was designed by formulating the problem requirements, defining image quality metrics, and then optimizing filter parameters based on an image analysis. We conclude that the developed mean-weight filtering technique outperforms other intensity correction methods by at least a factor of 1.5 when applied to fluorescent CLSM images.
Although automatic selection of a kernel size shows optimized the global image saliency, it is worth to consider some images with a mixture of different structures (e.g., edge thickness) that require multiple kernel sizes per image for different regions of interest. If a user chooses to select a kernel size on his own, we would provide the following considerations: (a) A large kernel tends to preserve the detail of rather large area, e.g., thick edge or spatial intensity heterogeneity in a feature region, and extremely large kernels correct minimally intensities in x-y plane. (b) A small kernel generates visually salient images by highlighting sharp intensity changes, e.g., small intensity discontinuities. However, extremely small kernels correct high frequency intensity change which is typically considered as edge gradient (and need to be preserved). (c) A kernel size could be selected based on edge thickness: for thin edges, a smaller kernel size is preferred since only high frequency component should be corrected. For thick edges, a larger kernel should be used since a low frequency component should be corrected while preserving a high frequency component. Fig. 10 shows the mean weight filtering results with different kernel sizes. 
